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Abstract
Although several major progresses have been introduced in the field of bone regenerative medicine
during the years, current therapies, such as bone grafts, still have many limitations. Moreover, and in spite
of the fact that material science technology has resulted in clear improvements in the field of bone
substitution medicine, no adequate bone substitute has been developed and hence large bone
defects/injuries still represent a major challenge for orthopaedic and reconstructive surgeons. It is in this
context that Tissue Engineering (TE) has been emerging as a valid approach to the current therapies for
bone regeneration/substitution. In contrast to classic biomaterial approach, TE is based on the
understanding of tissue formation and regeneration, and aims to induce new functional tissues, rather than
just to implant new spare parts. The present review pretends to give an exhaustive overview on all
components needed for making bone tissue engineering a successful therapy. It begins by giving the
reader a brief background on bone biology, followed by an exhaustive description of all the relevant
components on bone TE, going from materials to scaffolds and from cells to tissue engineering strategies
that will lead to ―engineered‖ bone.
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1- Introduction
Bone is a dynamic, highly vascularized tissue with a unique capacity to heal and remodel without leaving
a scar [1]. These properties, together with its capacity to rapidly mobilize mineral stores on metabolic
demand, make it the ultimate smart material. Its main role is to provide structural support for the body.
Furthermore the skeleton also serves as a mineral reservoir, supports muscular contraction resulting in
motion, withstands load bearing and protects internal organs [1,2]. Hence, it is logical to say that major
alterations in its structure due to injury or disease can dramatically alter one’s body equilibrium and
quality of life.
Although major progresses were done in the field of bone regenerative medicine during the years, current
therapies, such as bone grafts, still have several limitations, as it will be later discussed on the present
review. Moreover, and despite of the fact that materials science technology has resulted in clear
improvements in the field of bone substitution medicine, no adequate bone substitute has been developed
and thus most of the severe injuries related to bone are still unrecoverable or not adequately treated. It is
in this context that an immerging field of science called Tissue Engineering has been gaining notoriety in
the last 10 years.
The present review pretends to provide an overview on the current state of the art on bone tissue
engineering, its limitations and hopes as well as the future research trends for this exciting field of
science.
2- Brief Insights in Bone Biology
Bone tissue in the adult skeleton is arranged in two architectural forms [3-5]: trabecular, also called
cancelous or spongy bone (around 20% of the total skeleton), and cortical or compact bone (around 80%
of the total skeleton). The proportions of these two architectural forms differ at various locations in the
skeleton. Cortical bone is almost solid, being only 10% porous [3], and can be divided into different
subgroups [3,5]: long bones (femur and tibia), short bones (wrist and ankle), flat bones (skull vault and
irregular bones). On the other end trabecular bone presents a higher porosity, 50-90%, making its
modulus and ultimate compressive strength around 20 times inferior than that of cortical bone [3,6].
Trabecular bone is arranged in a sponge like form, with a honeycomb of branching bars, plates and rods
of various sizes called trabeculae. It is commonly found in methaphysis of long bones, covered by cortical
bone, and in the vertebral bodies [3-5].
The elaboration, maintenance and resorption of this remarkable tissue result from the interaction of three
cell types [7-11]: osteoblasts, osteocytes and osteoclasts. All of them have defined tasks and are thus
essential for the maintenance of a healthy bone tissue. Further details on the characteristics and functions
of these cells can be found in table 1.1.

Table 1.1- Bone cell types and respective functions (Compiled from references 7-11)
As it was previously referred, bone is involved in a series of processes, which are found to be essential for
the human body. Most of the outstanding properties of bone are related to its matrix constitution. Bone
matrix has two components, a mineral part constituted by hydroxylapatite, which contributes with 6570% to the matrix and an organic part, composed of glycoproteins, proteoglycans, sialoproteins, bone
―gla‖ proteins, that comprises the remaining 25-30% of the total matrix [1]. Because of this, and from a
materials science perspective, bone can be considered as a truly composite material. Several different
proteins with different functions constitute the organic phase of bone matrix. For a simple presentation

and better understanding by the reader the components of the bone organic phase are summarized in table
1.2.
Other important aspects related with bone biology are those that deal with the processes of bone
formation, differences between woven and lamellar bone and matrix mineralization. However, and
because it is not the objective of the present review to make a detailed description of bone biology these
will not be focused. For this purpose we advice the reader to read the following reports [23-29], which
have thoughtful discussions on the referred subjects.

Table 1.2- Components of the organic phase of bone matrix. (Compiled from references 12-25)
3- Clinical Needs in the Bone Replacement/Regeneration Field
There are roughly 1 million cases of skeletal defects a year that require bone-graft procedures to achieve
union [30]. Socioeconomic consequences in treating these patients with bone fractures is a major concern
for both USA and EU, that will increase in the next years due the ageing of their population. Current
treatments are based on autologous and autogenous bone grafts or as an alternative to these, metal and
ceramics [30-34].
Autologous bone graft, that is, bone taken from another part of the patient’s own body, has been the gold
standard of bone replacement for many years because it provides osteogenic cells as well as essential
osteoinductive factors needed for bone healing and regeneration [33,35]. It is commonly taken in the form
of trabecular bone from the patient’s iliac crest, but cortical bone can be used as well [33,36]. However,
and although it presents relatively good percentages of success, the spectrum of cases on which it can be
used is restricted, mainly due to the limited amount of the autograft that can be obtained and donor site
morbidity [30-34].
Allograft, bone taken from somebody else’s body, could be an alternative. However, the rate of graft
incorporation is lower than with the autograft. Allograft bone also introduces the possibilities of immune
rejection and of pathogen transmission from donor to host, and although infrequent, infections could
occur in the recipient’s body due to the transplantation [30-34,37].

As an alternative to these two bone grafts, there are metals and ceramics [30]. However, both of them
present several disadvantages. Metals, for instance, although provide immediate mechanical support at the
site of the defect, exhibit poor overall integration with the tissue at the implantation site, and they can fail
because of infection or secondary to fatigue loading [30]. On the other hand ceramics have very low
tensile strength and are brittle, thus they cannot be used in locations of significant torsion, bending, or
shear stress [30].
Hence it is clearly seen that an adequate bone replacement is yet to be found and it is at the same time
urgently needed for full recovery of the patients. A possible solution for these problems may be in Tissue
Engineering.
4- Tissue Engineering
4.1- Definition
As it was defined by Langer and Vacanti [38], tissue engineering is ―an interdisciplinary field of research
that applies the principles of engineering and the life sciences towards the development of biological
substitutes that restore, maintain, or improve tissue function‖. In contrast to classic biomaterials approach,
it is based on the understanding of tissue formation and regeneration, and aims to induce new functional
tissues, rather than just to implant new spare parts [39]. Researchers hope to reach this goal by combining
knowledge from physics, chemistry, engineering, materials science, biology and medicine in an integrated
manner [38-40].
But, what is required to grow new bone? From a biological perspective you need cells, extracellular
matrix, intercellular communications, cells-matrix interactions and growth factors. However, the
mentioned components are not the only issue on bone tissue engineering. Bone has a 3D configuration,
and cells do not grow in a 3D fashion in vitro, so a 3D structure - a scaffold - mimicking bone structure,
must be used so new tissue can be grown in a 3D manner.
For a successful result, all of these single cell components have to be combined in a well-coordinated
spatial and time dependent fashion. Furthermore, all of them should possesss a number of properties and
characteristics that make them suitable for this purpose.
4.2- Scaffolds – Temporary Matrixes for Bone Growth
Any tissue consists of a matrix and one, or usually, many cell types. The matrix is, in vivo, a 3D scaffold
for cells, and provides them with a tissue specific environment and architecture [39]. Furthermore, it
serves as a reservoir of water, nutrients, cytokines and growth factors. In this sense, and in order to restore
function or regenerate tissues one needs a template, a scaffold, that will act as a temporary matrix for cell
proliferation and extracellular matrix deposition, with consequent bone ingrowth, until the new bony
tissue is totally restored/regenerated [39-41]. Moreover scaffolds would also act as a template for the
vascularization of this neo-tissue [38,39,41] and they actively participate in the regenerative process
through the release of growth/differentiation factors, present in its structure [42].
It is then logical to say that an appropriate 3D scaffold is an essential component for a tissue engineering
strategy. However, it is important to realize that the latter must have a series of properties that make it
suitable for TE purposes. Besides the choice of adequate materials, that will be addressed later, the macro
and micro-structural properties of the materials are of the utmost importance [43]. Such properties affect
not only cell survival, signalling, growth, propagation and reorganization but also their gene expression
and the preservation, or not, of their phenotype [43].
4.2.1- Scaffolds Essential Properties
The following properties have been defined has being essential [39, 41-46]:
- Biocompatibility:
Scaffolds should be well integrated in the host’s tissue without eliciting an immune response [41-44].
- Porosity:
Scaffolds must possesss an open pore, fully interconnected geometry in a highly porous structure with
large surface to area volume ratios that will allow cell ingrowth and an accurate cell distribution
throughout the porous structure, and will facilitate the neovascularization of the construct from the
surrounding tissue. Furthermore, the scaffolds should also exhibit adequate microposity, in order to allow
capillary ingrowth. Porosity and interconnectivity are also important for an accurate diffusion of nutrients
and gases and for the removal of metabolic waste resulting from the activity of the cells that had
meanwhile grown into the scaffold. This is of particular importance regarding bone tissue engineering
because, due to bone metabolic characteristics, high rates of mass transfer are expected to occur, even
under in vitro culture conditions [46]. However, the degree of porosity always influences other properties
of the scaffolds such as its mechanical stability, so, its value, should always be balanced with the
mechanical needs of the particular tissue that is going to be replaced.

- Pore Size:
Pore size is also a very important issue because, if the pores employed are too small, pore occlusion by
the cells will happen, which will prevent cellular penetration, extracellular matrix production and
neovascularization of the inner areas of the scaffold.
It is well accepted that for bone tissue engineering purposes, pore size should be between the 200-900 m
range [44,45,47]. However, Holly et al. [48] reported a different concept. In the referred case the authors
believe that bone reconstruction will only be achieved by having a 3D temporary matrix with a large
macroporous interconnected structure with pore size ranging from 1.2-2.0 mm. This approach has evident
advantages due to its high surface to volume ratios that will facilitate cell, tissue and blood vessels
ingrowth. However, this affects the mechanical properties avoiding its use in areas that are very
demanding from the mechanical point of view.
- Surface Properties:
Surface properties, both chemical and topographical, can control and affect cellular adhesion and
proliferation [49-51]. Chemical properties are related with the ability of cells to adhere to the material as
well as with the protein interactions with the latter. Topographical properties are of particular interest
when the topic is osteoconduction. As defined by Davies et al. [21], osteoconduction is the process by
which osteogenic cells migrate to the surface of the scaffold Through a fibrin clot, which is established
right after the material implantation. This migration of osteogenic cells Through the clot will cause
retraction of the temporary fibrin matrix. Hence, it is of the utmost importance that the fibrin matrix is
well secured to the scaffold or, otherwise, when osteogenic cells start to migrate the fibrin will detach
from the scaffolds due to wound contraction. It has been previously shown [20,52] that a more ―rough‖
surface will be able to imprison the fibrin matrix, better than a smooth surface, and hence facilitate the
migration of osteogenic cells to the materials surface.
- Osteoinductivity:
Osteoinduction is the process by which mesenchymal stem and osteoprogenitor cells are recruited to a
bone healing site, and stimulated to undergo the osteogenic differentiation pathway [52]. However, when
the portion of bone to regenerate is large, natural osteoinduction combined with a biodegradable scaffold
may be not enough. Because of this the scaffold should be osteoinductive by itself.
- Mechanical Properties and Biodegradability:
In vitro, the scaffolds should have sufficient mechanical strength to withstand the hydrostatic pressures
and to maintain the spaces required for cell ingrowth and matrix production [43]. In vivo, and because
bone is always under continuous stress, the mechanical properties of the implanted construct should
ideally match those of living bone, so an early mobilization of the injured site can be made possible [4143]. Furthermore, the scaffolds degradation rate must be tuned appropriately with the growth rate of the
neotissue, in such a way that by the time the injury site is totally regenerated the scaffold is totally
degraded [38].
4.2.2- Biomaterials used as Bone Tissue Engineering Scaffolds
The selection of the most appropriate material to produce a scaffold to be used in bone tissue engineering
applications, is a very important step towards the construction of a tissue engineered product, since its
properties will determine, in a great extent, the properties of the scaffold [53]. Up to now several
materials such as metals, ceramics and polymers from both natural and synthetic origins have been
proposed. However, metals and most of the ceramics are not biodegradable, which leaves the researcher’s
choice reduced to a small number of ceramics and to biodegradable polymers.
Ceramics have been widely used in the biomedical engineering and bone substitution/regeneration field
[54]. They can be from natural (e.g. coralline hydroxylapatite (HA) origins or synthetic such as synthetic
HA or -tricalcium phosphate (-TCP) [54]. Due to their interesting properties, mainly the fact of being
osteoconductive and osteoinductive, they have been considered for bone tissue engineering applications.
Several reports [34,55-64] have shown that by using ceramics with, or without, bone marrow cells, good
results regarding bone regeneration could be obtained. However, these materials have some major
drawbacks. To begin with they are brittle and present a low mechanical stability, which discards their use
in the regeneration of large bone defects. Furthermore, due to factors that happen in vivo, such as
osteoclastic activity, their degradation/dissolution rates are difficult to predict. This could present a
problem because if it degrades too fast it will compromise the mechanical stability of the construct, which
is low by itself, and at the same time dramatically increase the extracellular concentrations of Ca and P,
which can cause cellular death, as demonstrated by Adams et al. [65].
As an alternative to the above referred materials, there are biodegradable polymers, which are believed to
be the ideal materials for bone TE [41,44]. These can be divided in two groups: natural or synthetic.
Natural biodegradable polymers are those obtained from natural sources, either from animal or vegetal
source. Within these we can find, among others, collagen [66-69], fibrinogen [70-77], chitosan [78-86],

starch [74,87-100], hyaluronic acid [101-103] and polyhydroxybutyrate [104,105]. The main advantages
of these materials are their low immunogenic potential, the potential bioactive behaviour and the
capability of interacting with the host's tissue, chemical versatility, and in some cases their source, as for
starch and chitosan, which is almost unlimited.
Synthetic biodegradable polymers are the ones that are more commonly used within the biomedical
engineering field. Their chemical versatility and processability varies according to their structure and
nature, and hence a direct comparison with the natural polymers cannot be established. The most widely
used are poly(-hydroxy acids) [106-129], poly(-caprolactone) [130-135], poly(propylene fumarates)
[127,136-144], poly(carbonates) [145-149], poly(phosfazenes) [127,150-152], and poly(anhydrides)
[127,153,154]. Further details on the origins and characteristics of these materials can be found in table
1.3.

Table 1.3 – Natural and synthetic polymers used for bone tissue engineering applications.
4.2.3- Processing Techniques
The next step after selecting the adequate biodegradable polymer is to develop/choose an adequate
processing technique. In order to do so, and to be sure that all the scaffolds characteristics are fulfilled,
the chosen processing technique should obey, in general terms, to the following criteria [43]:

- The processing methodology must not adversely affect the materials properties, namely their
biocompatibility or chemical properties.
- The technique should be accurate and consistent, regarding porosity, pore size, pore distribution and
interconnectivity.
- Different scaffold batches should exhibit minimal variations in their properties when processed from the
same set of processing parameters and conditions.
Through the years a series of processing techniques such as solvent casting [106,113,155,156], phase
inversion [48,157], fiber bonding [158-160], melt based technologies [91,99,131,161-164], high pressure
based methods [107,165], freeze drying [166,167] and rapid prototyping technologies [121,130,134,168178] were developed with the aim of producing scaffolds with adequate properties for bone tissue
engineering. A description and discussion on these techniques will be done in the following lines.
Solvent casting/particulate leaching is probably the best known and most widely used method for the
preparation of bone tissue engineering scaffolds. It was first described by Mikos et al. in 1994 [106]. This
method consists in dispersing calibrated mineral (e.g. sodium chloride, tartrate and citrate) or organic (e.g.
saccharose) particles in a polymer solution. Yoon et al. [113] reported that effervescent salts such as
ammonium bicarbonate and citric acid could also be used. This dispersion is then processed either by
casting or by freeze-drying in order to produce porous scaffolds. A variation to this method was reported
by Agrawal et al. [155]. In this work vibration was used during the dissolution of the polymer in the
solvent and during the solvent evaporation. By doing so it was possible to increase the porogen/polymer
ratio and avoid crystal deposition [155]. Yet another variation was proposed by Murphy et al. [156]. In
this particular technique the sodium chloride crystals are not mixed with the polymer solution. Instead,
the sodium chloride crystals are pored into a mould and subjected to 95% humidity for different periods
of time, so salt fusion can be achieved. This technique allows for an increase in pore interconnectivity
[156]. The salt particles are eventually leached out by selective dissolution to produce a porous polymer
matrix. The porosity depends on the ratio porogen/polymer used and the pore size on the dimension of the
used crystals. It has been reported that by using this methodology it was possible to obtain fully
interconnected scaffolds with more than 90% of porosity [106,113,155,156]. This technique has been
validated for poly(L-lactic acid) PLLA or poly(lactide-co-glycolide) PLGA, for which chloroform and
methylene chloride were used. However, and as long as it is possible to find an adequate solvent, this
technique can be applied to other polymers, as reported by Gomes et al. [99]. Scaffolds produced by this
methodology have been used in several studies for bone tissue engineering purposes, with relatively good
results [118]. However these methods present some disadvantages such as the use of highly toxic solvents
[41,44,53] and the limitation to produce thin wafers or membranes up to 3mm thick [44,53]. Furthermore
their mechanical properties are far from being ideal even when compared to those from trabecular bone
[53].
Phase inversion/particulate leaching is similar to the previous example. An example of a scaffold
processed by this methodology can be observed in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1- PLGA scaffold (OsteofoamTM) obtained by phase inversion. (The image was a kind gift
from Mr. Limin Guam and Prof. John E. Davies from University of Toronto)
The main difference is that instead of allowing the solvent to evaporate, the solvent for the PLGA phase
inverts when placed in water, which causes the PLGA to precipitate [48]. The main advantage when
compared to standard solvent casting is that crystal deposition is avoided and samples thicker than 3mm
can be produced. Holy et al. [48] reported that when using this technique scaffolds with improved
interconnectivity and morphologies similar to trabecular bone could be obtained. Since then, these
scaffolds have shown in a number of occasions that they could support osteoblast-like cells growth with
consequente bone ECM ellaboration [48,157]. However, and excluding the thickness of the samples,
these scaffolds present the same disadvantages as solvent casting.
Fiber bonding is a scaffold processing technique that consists of individual fibers woven or knitted into
three-dimensional patterns of variable pore size. Its main advantage is the large surface area, for cell
attachment and rapid diffusion of nutrients [158,159]. Interconnected 3D porous scaffolds have been
produced by means of firstly aligning poly(glycolic acid) PGA fibers in the desired shape, after which
they were embedded in a PLLA/methylene chloride solution [160]. After evaporation of the solvent, the
PLLA-PGA composite was heated above the melting temperatures of both polymers. PLLA was then
removed by selective dissolution during cooling, leaving the PGA fibers physically joined at their crosspoints. The major drawbacks of this technique are the lack of control of the porosity and pore-size,
immiscibility of the two polymers and solvent residues in the scaffold, which may be harmful to cells and
organs [41,43,44,160].
A different way to produce scaffolds is to use the so-called melt based technologies.
One of such technologies is known as melt moulding/particulate leaching. In this methodology the raw
polymer is previously mixed with a porogen and loaded into a mold [161]. This mould is then heated
above the glass transition temperature of the chosen polymer, after which the polymer-porogen composite
is immersed in a solvent for the selective dissolution of the porogen [161]. In this way 3D porous
scaffolds of various shapes can be produced by simply changing the mold geometry [43,160,161].
Furthermore, this method also offers independent control of the pore size and porosity, by varying the
amount and size of the porogen crystals [43,160,161].
Other melt based techniques used for the processing of scaffolds are extrusion and injection moulding
[91,99]. Although these techniques are not usually used for the referred objectives, they have recently
been proposed as an alternative for the current methodologies used in the tissue engineering field by
Gomes et al. [91,99]. These techniques are based on the mixture of the raw polymer with a blowing agent
based on citric acids. After being mixed the blend undergoes extrusion or is injected into a mould. During
the processing the blowing agent will degrade releasing water and carbon dioxide, which will create the

pores within the polymeric matrix [91,99,162-164]. By using these methods Gomes et al. [99] were able
to obtain scaffolds, based on starch based blends, with 60-70% porosity and good degrees of
interconnectivity, and morphologies similar to those of trabecular bone, as it can be observed in Figure
1.2. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of those scaffolds, namely the compressive modulus and
compressive strength, were similar to those found for trabecular bone, and significantly higher when
compared to scaffolds produced by traditional methodologies [91,99]. Besides having good properties
from the materials science perspective these scaffolds have also shown to be non cytotoxic, to sustain
osteoblast-like cell growth and bone ECM deposition [74,100]. The only drawback of these
methodologies is the non-optimized control of pore distribution.

Figure 1.2- SPLA scaffolds processed by using a methodology based on extrusion with blowing
agents.
Still regarding extrusion, other authors have different approaches [131]. Washburn et al. reported on the
processing of scaffolds through a co-extrusion methodology [131]. In this work PCL was blended with
poly(ethylene oxide) in a twin-screw extruder to form a two-phase material with micron-sized domains.
After being processed the composite was immersed in water. Through the selective dissolution of the
poly(ethylene oxide) it was possible to obtain porous structure for tissue engineering applications.
High pressure processing is based on the CO2 saturation of polymer disks, through their exposure to
high–pressure CO2 [107]. A thermodynamic instability is then created by reducing the CO2 gas pressure
to an ambient level, which results in nucleation and expansion of the dissolved CO 2, generating
macropores. As described by Money et al. [107], this method has been used to obtain PLGA scaffolds
with 93% of porosity and a pore size in the range of 100 m. Scaffolds produced by this methodology
have shown to support osteoblast-like cells growth, deposition and mineralization of bone ECM-like
matrix [165]. However, they do present several disadvantages such as, low mechanical properties, a nonporous surface and a closed pore structure, which may be problematic for cell and tissue ingrowth.
The freeze-drying process relies on a thermally induced phase separation, which occurs when the
temperature of a homogeneous polymer solution, previously poured into a mold, is decreased. Once the
phase-separated system is stabilized, the solvent rich phase is removed by vacuum sublimation leaving
behind the polymeric foam. This methodology has been used to develop scaffolds from natural and
synthetic origins [166,167]. Low mechanical stability, sensitivity of the technique (processing parameters
have to be very well controlled) and pore size in the range of 100 m are their main disadvantages
[41,44].
With the advances in computer and processing technology, new methodologies, such as Rapid
Prototyping (RP) [41] also known as Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) [43], have become available
for use in the tissue engineering field. These methodologies are computerized fabrication techniques that
can produce highly complex three-dimensional physical objects using data generated by CAD systems,

computer based medical imaging, digitizers and other data makers [41,43]. RP techniques use the
underlying concept of layered manufacturing, whereby 3D objects are fabricated layer by layer via the
processing of solid sheet, liquid or powder material stocks. Customized design, computer controlled
fabrications and anisotropic scaffold microstructures are their main advantages for the use in tissue
engineering. Typical examples of scaffolds processed using RP methodologies can be found in Figure 1.3.
The most used within this field are 3D Printing [168-172], Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
[130,134], 3D Plotting [173-176] and indirect RP approaches [121,177,178].
3D printing was the first RP technique to be proposed for biomedical and tissue engineering purposes
[168,169]. This particular technique employs inkjet technology for processing powder materials
[41,43,170]. During the fabrication, a printer head is used to print a liquid binder onto thin layers of
powder following the object’s profile as generated by the CAD file [41,43,170]. The subsequent stacking
and printing of material layers to the top of previously printed layer recreates the full structure of the
desired object, in this case scaffolds for bone tissue engineering [41,43,170]. The entire process is
performed under room temperature, which allows the eventual incorporation of growth factors [41].
Scaffolds using different materials, as well as, with different morphologies have been produced by means
of using this technique [169-172], showing good cell-material interactions.[169,170] The main
disadvantages of this technique include the fact that the pore size of the fabricated scaffolds is dependent
on the powder size of the stock material, closure of the pores by the stock material and the use of organic
solvents as binders for the traditional poly--hydroxi acids. Furthermore, and because the final structure
is a combination of several stack up powdered layers, the mechanical properties can also be a problem
[41,43].
FDM applies a different concept when compared to 3D printing. In this method a small controlled
extruder is used, to force out a thermoplastic filament material, wich will be deposited onto a plataform in
a layer-by-layer process [130,134]. The monofilament is moved by two rollers and acts as a piston to
drive the semi-molten extrudate through a nozzle tip. Both the two rollers and the nozzle tip constitute the
FDM head. At the end of each finished layer, the base of the platform is lowered and the next layer is
deposited. The FDM head moves in the x-y axes while the platform moves in the z direction. PCL or
PCL-HA scaffolds with honeycomb like morphologies and different degrees of porosity have been
produced, by using this technique [130,134]. Both in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that they had
the adequate porosity for cell and tissue ingrowth and survival [130,134]. Shantz et al. [132] also
demonstrated that osteoid formation could be obtained when these scaffolds were previously cultured
with periostal cells under osteogenic conditions, and further implanted in vivo in a subcutaneous model.
The main advantage of FDM is that it does not use organic solvents. The non-incorporation of growth
factors and the range of polymers that can be used due the processing requirements (filaments with good
diametrical consistency) and temperatures are its main disadvantages [43].
3D plotting was first described by Landers et al. [173] and later used to develop alginate, PLGA,
chitosan and chitosan-HA based scaffolds [129,174-176]. In a simplistic way, this system is based on a
dispenser(s) for the hydrogel, which will be force to go through the tip of a syringe and laid down on a
platform [173,175, 176]. Hydrogel formation can be achieved by chemical reaction during feeding of coreactive components placed in two component dispensers, or by plotting one component in a liquid
medium containing a coreactive/coagulating component [176]. The main advantages are the possibility of
operating at physiological conditions, which will allow the incorporation of growth factors or even cells
[176].
Chu et al. [177,178] used a different approach, using RP technologies in an indirect route. In this
particular work a RP technique called Stereolithography (SL) was used. Like in the other cases, implants
were first generated from CAD software and computer tomography (CT) data. The negative images of the
designs were then used to build the molds on a SL apparatus with epoxy resins. After that, a reactive
ceramic, hydroxylapatite, suspension was cast in the epoxy molds and cured at 85ºC. The molds were
then removed by pyrolisis, followed by HA body sintering. Scaffolds presented porosities between 26%52% and pore size between 366 m and 968 m [178]. The differences in the pore size and the porosity
vary according with the design developed in the CAD software. This concept was also used in the work
reported by Tabuas et al. [121], where scaffolds made of PLA and PGA were developed. In this case
ceramic molds were used for the polymer infiltration. This method presents the same general advantages
of other RP techniques. However it won’t allow for the incorporation of growth factors. Furthermore, the
mechanical stability of the polymer based scaffold still needs to be addressed.

a)

b)

Figure 1.3- Scaffolds obtained by using rapid prototyping technologies: a) chitosan scaffolds
processed by a 3D plotting methodology and b) PCL/PEG scaffolds obtained by Fused Deposition
Modelling (Both images were a kind gift from Dr. Dietmar Hutmacher from the National
University of Singapore).

4.3- Cells for Bone Tissue Engineering
The next step after the development of an adequate porous structure is the choice of a reliable source of
cells that allows their isolation and expansion into high numbers. In fact, an ideal cell source should be
easily expandable to higher passages, non-immunogeneic and have a protein expression pattern similar to
the tissue to be regenerated 179.
4.3.1- Osteoblasts
The first, and most obvious choice because of their non-immugenicity is the isolation of osteoblasts from
biopsies taken from the patients (autologous cells), followed by limited expansion in vitro. However this
methodology has several limitations: it is time consuming, relatively few cells are available after the
dissociation of the tissue and their expansion rates are relatively low, limiting in this way the number of
cells available to be seeded on the scaffolds. Furthermore, in certain bone related diseases osteoblasts may

not be appropriate for transplantation because their protein expression profile is under the expected values
179.
An alternative to the referred to methodology is the use of cells obtained from non-human donors
(xenogeneic cells), which would solve the problem of low cell number yields. However, the
immunogenicity of these cells, the possibilities of the transmission of infectious agents such as virus and
the ethical/social problems related with this issue have refrained the enthusiasm for this approach
179,180.
It is in this context that stem cell biology appears as the most valid and more promising solution. Since its
beginnings, stem cell research has gone a long way, and although a considerable number of questions are
yet to be answered, they can be presented as an alternative to the above described approaches.
4.3.2- Stem Cells
To begin with, one should ask, ―What are stem cells?‖
Stem cells are undifferentiated cells with a high proliferation capability, being able of self-renewal,
multilineage differentiation and therefore the regeneration of tissues [181]. However, stem cells have
varying degrees of differentiation potential. The most primitive derive from the fertilized oocyte (the
zygote), more precisely from the very first descendants of the first divisions (two divisions) [182,183].
These cells are totipotent, because they are able to form the embryo and the trophoblast of the placenta.
Some days later, these cells start to specialize, forming a hollow ball of cells, the blastocyst, and a cluster
of cells called the Inner Cell Mass (ICM) from which the embryo derives [182,183]. The ICM cells, also
known as embryonic stem cells (ES), are considered to be pluripotent [182,183]. They can differentiate
in almost all cells that arise from the three germ lines, but not the embryo because they are not able to
give rise to the placenta and supporting tissues [182,183]. Finally, we can find multipotent stem cells, also
known as adult stem cells (ASC), in the fully differentiated tissues [182-184]. Theoretically, and
opposing to ES cells, these would only be capable of producing a limited range of differentiated progeny,
related to the embryonary origin of the tissue where they are located [182,183]. However, as it will be
discussed later, these cells may have a higher degree of differentiation plasticity (differentiation into other
cell lineages that are not related with the embryonary origin of the tissue were the ASCs are found) then
expected.
The biological mechanisms responsible by the broad developmental potential of stem cells are still not
understood. In recent years much emphasis has been placed on the environment in which a stem cell is
placed – its ―niche‖. A niche is a subset of tissue cells and extracellular matrix, which favours the
existence of the stem cell in the undifferentiated state. Interaction with other cell types and the
components of the extracellular matrix are believed to influence the survival and the development of stem
cells to the committed lineages [183,185].
4.3.2.1- Embryonic Stem Cells
As it was referred ES cells reside in the ICM of the blastocyst. They were firstly isolated and grown in
culture more than 20 years ago [186,187]. Later on it was found that when transferred to early mouse
embryos ES cells could give rise to all somatic cell types of the embryo, including the germ line
[188,189]. Up to now it was reported the isolation of ES cells from rodents [186,187,190], primates [191],
and human beings [192,193].
Undifferentiated ES cells are characterized by two unique properties [194]: the nearly unlimited selfrenewal capability and the capacity to differentiate via precursor cells. Other properties are a high alkaline
phosphatase activity, the expression of stage specific embryonic antigens, as SSEA-1, the expression of
germ-line transcription factor Oct-4, high telomerase activity and the regulation of ES cell self-renewal by
cytokines of the IL-6 family.
When kept in culture murine (rodent) ES cells remain undifferentiated in the presence of leukaemia
inhibitory factor (LIF) or, in alternative, when cultured with a feeder layer of murine embryonic
fibroblasts (MEF) [195]. On the other hand, human ES cells need to be cultured on Matrigel or laminin in
the presence of MEF conditioned medium [195]. When these factors, or feeder cells are removed, ES
cells differentiate spontaneously into aggregates known as embryoid bodies, which are comprised of the
derivatives of all three germ layers [194,195].
The differentiation potential of these cells has been reported by several authors, in which cardiomyocytes
[196], haematopoietic cells [197], endothelial cells [198,199], neurons [200,201], chondrocytes
[202,203], adypocytes [204,205], hepatocytes [206,207] and pancreatic islets [208], were differentiated
from ES cells. Of particular interest for bone tissue engineering was the work reported by Buttery et al.
[209], in which osteoblasts were differentiated from ES cells in the presence of dexamethasone.
However, and although they have an enormous potential for biomedical and tissue engineering
applications, some questions need to be addressed. To begin with, there is a need to develop methods that

allow the direct differentiation of ES cells, their selective differentiation and integration, as well as the
tissue specific function of the ES-cell-generated somatic cells after transplantation 194. There are two
other questions that need to be solved [194]: (i) that ES-cell-derived somatic donor cells are not
tumorogenic (it is known that undifferentiated ES cells give rise to teratomas and teratocarcinomas when
implanted in vivo, mainly due to their unlimited proliferation capability) and (ii) the immunological
incompatibility between ES-cell-generated donor cells. This last point could be solved by using the
somatic nuclear cloning transfer technique (SCNT) [182]. However, this will only increase the critics
against their use, and would raise even more the ethical and social questions, which are probably the most
difficult barrier to overcome, in order to use ES cells in regenerative medicine.
4.3.2.2- Adult Stem Cells
ASCs reside in the fully differentiated or adult tissues. Up to now ASCs were found in the bone marrow
[210], periosteum [211,212], muscle [213], fat [214], brain [215,216] and skin [217].
It was believed that ASCs were developmentally committed and restricted to differentiate only into cells
lineages originary from the tissue in which they reside. However, recent reports have shown that their
degree of differentiation plasticity may be higher than of what was expected [217-220]. For instance
Bjornson et al. [218] reported that neural stem cells could give rise to lineage commited heamotopoietic
precursors. Galli et al. [219] also demonstrated that neural stem cells could differentiate into muscle cells.
Toma et al. [217] have also shown that multipotent adult stem cells isolated from the dermis could be
differentiated into brain, muscle and fat cells. Therefore, and although these concepts still need to be
further investigated, as elegantly addressed by Catherine M. Verfaille [221], adult stem cells will have
probably an even broader range of applications than what was firstly considered.
In the bone tissue engineering field there has been a special interest in the stem cells located in the bone
marrow, known as Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSC). The idea that bone marrow contained some kind of
osteogenic precursor cells started in 1963, when Petrakova et al. [222] showed that by implanting pieces
of bone marrow under the renal capsule, it was possible to obtain an osseous tissue. After this
Friedenstein and co-workers [223,224] revealed a series of in vivo studies in which it was shown the
possible existence of osteogenic stem cells in the bone marrow. To better understand the nature and origin
of these cells, they developed a method to isolate fibroblast-like cells from the marrow based on their
ability to adhere to tissue culture plastic [225]. Later he coined the term colony-forming units fibroblastic
(CFU-F) to describe these cells that were fibroblastic, nonphagocytic and clonogenic in nature [226].
Almost 20 years later, Arnol I. Caplan [227] named these cells with the name that we know them today,
Mesenchymal Stem cells. In 1994, the same author described that these cells, when placed in the adequate
culture conditions, could be differentiated to cells with mesenchymal origin and lately give origin to bone,
cartilage, fat, muscle skin, tendon and other tissues of mesenchymal origin, through what was called ―The
Mesengenic Process‖ [228].
One of the early problems regarding the study of MSCs was the high heterogeneity of whole bone
marrow cultures. In 1992 Haynesworth et al. [229] described a method that, although did not completely
solved the heterogeneity problems of the cultures, at least was able to overcome some of the problems of
the previous techniques. The methodology was based on the separation of the MSCs through gradient
centrifugation, after which cells were plated on tissue culture plastic. In these conditions they presented
similar fibroblastic morphology and the same characteristics of the cells described by Friedenstein [229].
In later studies published by several authors these cells were able to develop into distinct terminal and
differentiated cells including bone [210,230-232], cartilage [210,232-234], fat [210] and tendon
[235,236].
Besides its differentiation potential, MSCs present other important properties. As described by Bruder et
al. [237] they can be extensively expanded in vitro. Pittinger et al. [210] also showed that with an
increased number of passages, they did not spontaneously differentiate. Furthermore it has been suggested
that these cells may possesss immunosuppressive effects which may render them either ―immune
privileged‖ or perhaps immunosuppressive roles in vivo, which would make them suitable for allogeneic
or xenogeneic transplantation [238]. However, this subject needs to be further investigated.
More than a decade after the boost on MSC research, there is still a question that is constantly made –
―Are there any specific markers to distinguish MSCs from other cells in the bone marrow?‖ Recently
several stem cell surface markers for the isolation and characterization of MSC were described. For
instance, antibodies SB10, SH-2, SH-3 and SH-4 were found to bind to MSCs [239-242]. In 1999
Pittinger et al. described that human MSCs were shown to express a homogeneous (>98% purity) nonhematopoietic phenotype [210]. Furthermore they were also positive for SH-2, SH-3, CD71, CD44 and
CD29 receptors [210]. Besides these markers stem cells also express a myriad of cytokine, growth
factors, extracellular matrix and adhesion related receptors, which makes difficult the establishment of

universal markers for MSCs [243]. In a certain extent, this is due to the heterogeneity of the MSCs
cultures, which possesss different cell types with multilineage potential [243].
Although MSCs have several advantages regarding their use for tissue engineering, there are still some
issues that need to be addressed. For instance, it is known that the percentage of MSCs present in the bone
marrow is very low (1 in each 100 000 cells) [228], which would make the expansion time consuming.
New expansion methods can be the solution. Baksh et al. [244] have recently described the expansion of
the non-haematopoietic fraction of bone marrow cells by using a dynamic rotating environment. By doing
so, and using the appropriate cytokine ―cocktail‖, the expansion rates could be increased when compared
to standard culture techniques [244]. The differentiation capability of donors from different ages also
needs to be addressed. It has been shown that the numbers as well as the differentiation potential of MSCs
was somewhat diminished when these were isolated from elderly patients [245-247]. Finally, like in the
ES cells, the knowledge regarding the mechanisms and pathways that lead to the final osteogenic
differentiation is still scarse.
Overal it can be said that, for now, MSCs present more advantages than ES cells for use in bone tissue
engineering. For instance, the first are already in clinical trials for certain applications, including bone
tissue engineering [248], while the second still have a long way until they reach that stage.
However it must be noticed that from the moment that some of the answered questions regarding the ES
cells are solved, these will be a tremendous source and for sure a boost for tissue engineering
methodologies.
4.4- Growth Factors
Growth factors are cytokines that are secreted by many cell types and function as signalling molecules
[33]. The binding of a growth factor to its receptor, initiates intracellular signalling that will lead to
different events such as the promotion and/or prevention of cell adhesion, proliferation, migration and
differentiation by upregulating or down regulating the synthesis of several proteins, growth factors and
receptors [33, 249]. Hence, these molecules are essential for tissue formation and play an important role
in tissue engineering.
Like other tissues, bone does also possess a plethora of growth factors. Within these bone morphogenetic
proteins (BMPs), transforming growth factor beta (TGF-), fibroblast growth factors (FGFs), insuline
growth factor I and II (IGF I/II) and platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), are the most common and
those that have realistically been proposed for bone tissue engineering applications [249-253]. In the next
lines a brief review on the characteristics and properties of these growth factors will be made.
In 1965, Marshal Urist [254] made the discovery that demineralized bone matrix (DBM) could induce
bone formation when placed ectopically in subcutaneous tissue. This capability was later attributed to a
protein that Urist called Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) [255,256]. Nowadays the BMPs are proteins
grouped into the TGF- super-family by virtue of their similarities in protein structure and sequence
homology with TGF-. BMPs are commonly entrapped within the bone matrix [253]. They are also
expressed during the early phases of fracture healing [251]. Although there is a vast array of BMPs
described in the literature, BMPs 2, 4, 6 and 7 (also called OP-1) are generally considered to be the most
osteoinductive [249,252]. During the healing process their expression rates vary causing the up or down
regulation on the expression of other BMPs [252]. Further details on this topic can be found on the review
of Yoon and colleagues [252]. It is also known that they can intervene on the expression of other growth
factors, such as TGF-, or vice-versa [249]. Their main role is to recruit mesenchymal stem cells to the
healing site, and then differentiate them into the osteogenic lineage. The mechanisms by which they act
on the MSCs is not yet completely understood, but it is known that, for instance, BMP-2 plays an
important role on the expression of osteogenic markers such as alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and
osteocalcin, through the mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway [257]. At the same time it is
probably also involved in the expression of the nuclear transcription factor Cbaf-1/Runx2 [249]. BMPs
have already been used in preclinical and clinical trials [258,259]. However, and in spite of the fact that
good results were achieved, a problem arose from those experiments, the therapeutic dose varied as much
as 100 fold, making difficult the task of finding an optimal concentration for human applications [259].
Generally speaking, the biological actions of TGF- are very diverse. It has been shown to stimulate
cellular proliferation in vitro and to promote cellular hypertrophy and differentiation [260]. TGF- has
also shown to block or initiate cellular migration or differentiation [260]. It stimulates osteoblast-like cells
to proliferate and promotes collagen production in vitro [253]. In vivo studies have shown that TGF-
increases callus formation on the fracture healing site [261]. However, and because it is involved in
several cellular events, it is crucial to control its bioavailability as a therapeutic agent [260].
Both IGF genes are expressed by skeletal cells and though IGF I and II have similar effects on bone
metabolism, IGF I is more potent than IGF II [262]. Upon injury they are found in the fracture healing
sites and its known that they stimulate type I collagen synthesis and increase matrix apposition rates

[249,262]. In addition they maintain collagen integrity in the bone microenvironment by decreasing
collagen synthesis or by decreasing the expression of interstitial collagenase by osteoblasts [249,262].
Besides these, other growth factors have the potential to be used in bone tissue engineering applications.
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a potent angiogenic factor and is expressed in a variety of
highly vascularized tissues [263,264]. It is commonly found in bone fracture healing sites and the plate
growth, and regulates vascularization through the recruitment of endothelial cells to the healing site
[249,265]. It also plays an importante role in the regulation of the interaction between osteogenesis and
angiogenesis. FGFs, namely FGF-2, is yet another cytokine involved in the bone remodelling process. It
is believed that it is involved in the regulation of the maintenance of the delicate balance between bone
forming cells and bone resorbing cells [233]. It also promotes the development of new blood vessels
[249] and has a role on the stimulation of the osteogenic phenotype through the activation of the Cbaf1/Runx 2 nuclear transcription factor [266]. Finally PDGF can also have a role on the bone regeneration
process. It is produced by osteoblasts, platelets and monocytes/macrophages, and it is believed to have a
role on the migration of MSCs to the wound healing sites [267].
4.5- Bioreactors
As it was said bone is a highly structured mechanically active 3D tissue. The true biological environment
of osteoblasts is thus derived from a dynamic interaction between active cells experiencing mechanical
forces and a continuously changing 3D matrix architecture [268]. In order to develop tissue engineered
products in vitro it is thus needed to develop adequate cells/scaffolds culture systems that mimic the
dynamics of the in vivo environment.
Current standard culture techniques are not the most adequate for these purposes mainly by two reasons
[269]:
1- The transport of low molecular weight metabolites, waste products and other macromolecules occurs
mainly through a diffusion process from the center of the scaffold, which is not ideal for the significative
metabolic demands by the cells [269]. Ultimately this could lead to the migration of the cells seeded in
the inner areas of the scaffold to the surface, where the nutrient concentration is higher [269]. This
phenomenon would cause a depletion of the cells in the center of the scaffold, decreasing the osteogenic
cell density in these areas and thus affecting osteogenic differentiation [269]. It also would create a sheath
of cells on the surface of the scaffold, which could lately lead to the death of cells present on the inner
areas of the scaffold due to nutrient unavailability and accumulation of waste products. It could also
prevent tissue ingrowth when implanted in vivo.
2- Static cultures do not mimic the dynamics of the in vivo environment found in bone, namely the
mechanical stimulation caused by hydrostatic pressure and shear stress. As reviewed by Sikavitsas et al.
[3], these factors do affect the behaviour of osteocytes at several levels. Furthermore, it has been also
demonstrated that mechanical stress could also up regulate Cbaf-1/Runx2 expression [266].
The design and development of bioreactors is for sure a solution to overcome the above referred
problems. Up to now two systems have been preferentially used, spinner flasks and rotating wall vessel
reactors (RWVR). Illustrations of these bioreactors systems can be found in Figure 1.4. In the first one
scaffolds are attached to the needles hanging from the lid of the flask, and convective forces generated by
a magnetic stirrer bar allow continuous mixing of the media surrounding the scaffolds [269]. The second
one is characterized by the maintenance of the cells in a microgravity state [269-271], also presenting a
low fluid shear stress [266]. This approach, cell/scaffolds culturing in a microgravity state, may present
some advantages because it avoids cell deposition and at the same time promotes cellular interactions
[270]. However, it is also known that microgravity is deleterious for bone, leading often to losses in total
bone mass [272,273].

Figure 4- Bioreactors types used in the bone tissue engineering field: a) static; b) spinner flask and
c) rotating wall vessel reactors (adapted from [46]).

In a recent work by Sikavitsas et al. [269] the performance of these two bioreactors systems was directly
compared. PLGA scaffolds obtained by the solvent casting/particulate leaching technique were seeded
with rat bone marrow cells (RBMC) and kept in culture for 21 days. The results revealed that, in the
constructs kept in the spinner flasks, RMBC had higher proliferation rates and increased osteogenic
differentiation. This was attributed to a better mitigation of the transport limitations on the external
surface of the constructs, the exposure of the constructs to shear stress in the spinner flasks and to the
collision of the latter with the walls of the RWVR, which traumatized the cells that were on the surface of
the scaffold [269]. However, there were similar results in one aspect, cells were not homogeneously
distributed throughout the scaffolds structure, showing in this way the limitations of the current systems.
As an alternative to the current systems, Bancroft et al. [268] has recently purpose a bioreactor based on
flow perfusion. By using it, it was possible to obtain an accurate cell distribution throughout the scaffold
structure [268]. Furthermore the osteogenic differentiation of RBMCs, when seeded on titanium meshes,
was also up regulated when compared to a standard static cell culture system [268]. Similar results were
later obtained with SPCL based scaffolds, showing the validity of this system for the use with
biodegradable polymers for bone tissue engineering applications [274].
4.6- Animal Models
The development of a tissue engineering construct requires the evaluation of its performance on several
preclinical studies prior to evaluation in human subjects. Usually the first step taken in this direction is to
perform preclinical trials in smaller animals in order to evaluate the proof of concept. If the results are
positive the preclinical studies proceed to larger animals. This last option is also closely related to the
necessity to evaluate responses of the construct under conditions that better simulate a physiologic match
with the human clinical condition [275].
The appropriate choice of an experimental model, to access the feasibility of a determined tissue
engineering concept, is critical to the success of the preclinical studies. The criteria associated with the
choice of an experimental model must be related with its functional application, and often with the
expected commercial market of the bone tissue engineered construct [275]. The following properties are
found to be essential when choosing an animal model [276]:
1- It must mimic the clinical setting such that it is biologically analogous and recognizable as an
appropriate challenge to human physiology.

2- The bone defect must fail to heal (critical size defect) unless it is treated with the tissue engineering
strategy under study.
Nevertheless, and before using the more technical challenging bone defects, the researchers can use
simpler models, such as ectopic models, namely if the objective is to observe if the developed scaffold
has the adequate porosity for tissue and blood vessel ingrowth. Within this particular set of tests, the
subcutaneous model is the most popular. For this purpose rats are the chosen animals. In the subcutaneous
model, scaffolds are normally implanted in the back of the animal. However materials can also be placed
in other ectopical sites such as the muscle, peritoneal cavity, or mesentery [277]. Besides the above
referred properties, it is also used to assess the osteoinductivity and ectopic bone formation of scaffolds
loaded with growth factors, ceramics and the ability of TE constructs composed by osteogenic cells and
scaffolds to induce bone formation. For this last objective athymic nude mouse are commonly used due to
the lack of immunogeneic response when using xenogeneic cells (e.g. human MSCs).
There are mainly four types of defects including calvarial, long bone or mandibule segmental, partial
cortical (cortical window, wedge defect, or transcortical drill hole) and cancelous bone defects. The
commonly used animals are rabbits, rats, dogs and sheep [277].
The cancelous bone defect is made through drilling a hole, for example, in the femur of the rat. It allows
the researcher to evaluate the scaffolds’ behavior in a ―bony‖ environment namely the level of
osteocondunction and bone ingrowth.
However the researcher should have in mind that these models are only useful to test a certain proof of
concept, and hence more advanced preclinical models need to be used in order to fully access the
feasibility of the tissue engineering strategy.
If the objective is to regenerate craniofacial defects the rabbit calvarial model can be used. A critical size
defect (CSD) for this model is 15mm. This model is very popular and appropriate for the following
reasons [277]: (1) the calvarial bone is a plate which allows the creation of a uniform circular defect that
enables convenient radiographical and histological analysis; (2) the calvarial bone has a good size for
easier surgical procedure and specimen handling; (3) no fixation is required because of the good supports
by the dura and the overlying skin; (4) the model has been thoroughly used and studied, and is well
reproduced; (5) it is relatively economical when compared to dogs.
The rat calvarial defect can be used, if rabbits are an expensive option. In this case the CSD is 8 mm.
However, there is a major concern about this model, which is the fast healing ability of the rat [277].
In the case of long bone segmental defects the rabbit radial model is also popular and can be used for the
following reasons: (1) the radius bone is tubular, which allows the creation of segmental defects that
enables convenient radiographical and histological analysis; (2) no fixation is required because of the
support of the ulna and (3) is relatively economical. In this case a 15 mm defect is defined as CSD [277].
If the researcher wants to mimic a clinical application and place the TE construct under a load bearing
condition, segmental defects can be performed in the femur of rabbits. However, in this particular
approach an internal or external fixation device will be needed.
Pigs or sheeps models can and shoud also be used. However its utilization is rare, mainly due to the high
costs implied to these models.
In order to evaluate the outcomes of the in vivo assays histological staining methodologies are the
common method to assess bone formation. Common histological parameters include the following
categories: bone union at the two osteotomies, callus formation, new bone formation of the defect,
resorption of the bone graft, marrow changes and cortex remodelling. Histomorphometric analysis is also
another technique that can be used to assess bone formation. By using computerized image analysis it is
possible to quantify the area and penetration of bone tissue, area and thickness of non-mineralized bone
like tissue, area of osteoblast covered surfaces, thickness of trabeculae, area of fibrovascular tissue and
void space. Finally, radiographic analysis is also very useful to assess bone regeneration, namely if a
follow up procedure is desired. With it, it is possible to obtain information on the amount and quality of
the new bone, such as bone density and structure, and continuity with the adjacent recipient bone [277].
5- Tissue Engineering Strategies
The logical assembly of a tissue engineering strategy for bone regeneration is ultimately directed by the
clinical status of the patient. The basic elements for tissue engineered bone are, as referred above,
signalling molecules, cells and matrices for cell growth and differentiation. The combination of these
three elements may need to be modified according to several variables such as patient age, gender, health,
systemic conditions, habits and anatomical shape of the implant. Furthermore that same strategy should
also adapt itself to the area where the tissue engineering construct is needed, because different regions of
the body will have different functional loads and vascularity [278].

Up to now several strategies, from scaffolds alone to 3D matrices loaded with growth factors, have been
proposed. In the next lines some, those that the authors find more relevant, will be presented and
discussed.
Although some materials, namely ceramics, have shown to be able to induce bone formation without prior
cell implantation, it is believed that this strategy could only be used for small defects, where a small
amount of circulating MSCs and osteoprogenitors would be needed. This technique would not be
successful in the case of large bone defects, due to the high number of those cells that would be needed
[212].
Current state of the art within the bone tissue engineering field consists on the use of MSCs isolated from
the bone marrow combined with 3D biodegradable porous scaffolds [34,55,57,60,61-63,108,120,279282]. It is known that when exposed to dexamethasone they differentiate towards the osteogenic lineage
[210]. To show their clinical application several preclinical studies have been performed in the last years.
In 1997 Kadyiala et al. [279] showed that by using MSCs combined with porous ceramics scaffolds it
was possible to repair segmental defects in the femora of rats. After 8 weeks substantial new bone
formation had occurred, when compared with the control (empty scaffold). Furthermore, bone formation
was found in the interface between the host and the construct, and new bone was being formed across the
defect. Similar results were later described by Bruder et al. [280], when using a dog model.
Petite et al. [34] used a different animal model, as well as a different strategy. In this particular study a
goat model was used. Due to the similarities between the bone remodelling processes between humans
and sheeps, 25 mm defects long were created in sheep metatarsals. The scaffold used was a natural
calcium carbonate-base ceramic, a coral. Three strategies were experimented: 1) Coral alone; 2) Fresh
bone marrow (FBM) + scaffold; 3) MSCs + scaffold. MSCs were not cultured with dexamethasone, in
order to have them with higher proliferation capability. Results showed that after 16 weeks the defects
with scaffold and loaded with FBM+scaffold did not recover. On the opposite side, defects loaded with
scaffold + MSCs, had new bone formation with a tubular pattern, and union between the new and the old
bone. Nevertheless two aspects should be pointed out: 1) these results were only obtained for 3 of the 7
animals in which this strategy was used; 2) after 4 months, and although bone union had occurred, the
radio-opacity of the new bone was not similar to the old bone. The cell densities used and the fact that
undifferentiated MSCs were used may explain these results.
Quarto et al. [55] reported a strategy based on multipotent cells isolated from the bone marrow for the
recovery of large bone defects (up to 7 cm) in three different patients. In this study the MSCs were loaded
into macroporous HA scaffolds. The latter had the exact shape of the place where they were going to be
implanted. It was not referred whether the cells had been primarily differentiated towards the osteogenic
lineage. Two months after the surgeries radiographs and CT scans showed abundant callus formation
along the implants and good integration at the interfaces with the host bone. According to the authors the
healing of the defects was dramatically increased, when compared to the traditional bone graft approach.
The above techniques have at least one aspect in common, they use ceramics as scaffolds. However, as it
was previously discussed, they have several disadvantages. In this sense other groups have combined
MSCs with polymeric based biodegradable scaffolds.
Ishaug-Riley et al. [108] described in 1997 the formation of bone in ectopic sites through the use of
PLGA scaffolds and rat MSCs. Constructs were kept in culture for 7 days under osteogenic conditions
and then implanted in the rat mesentery. Bone like tissue formation was found 7 days after implantation.
It was also found vascular tissue adjacent to the islands of bone. After 49 days 11% of the scaffold
structure was filled with bone. However the rate of bone penetration was only around 370 m, which may
indicate that the porosity and pore interconnectivity were not the most adequate for bone ingrowth.
A similar study was conducted by Mendes et al. [281]. In this case it was found that bone was being
formed on the surface of scaffolds based on a blend of starch with polycaprolactone (PCL). The obtained
results were in some cases comparable to those obtained with an osteoinductive HA control.
In a recent publication by Holy et al. [282] it was shown that it was possible to induce bone regeneration,
by combining cells isolated from the bone marrow with PLGA biodegradable macroporous scaffolds. In
this particular study defects of 1.2 cm were created in rabbit femurs that had been stabilized with titanium
reconstruction plates. Defects were left empty, filled with a scaffold, or filled with a tissue engineering
construct seeded with autologous bone marrow cells, that had been maintained in culture for 14 days
under osteogenic conditions, prior to the surgery. Results revealed that significantly more new bone had
formed in the tissue engineered construct group right after 2 weeks. After 6 weeks, x-rays indicated that
the defects in these groups showed radio-opacity throughout the entirety of the segmental defects, while
only limited radio-opacity was observed in empty and scaffold filled.
Multipotent periostal cells have also been used for the design of tissue engineering strategies for bone TE
[56,132,133,212]. Within this particular approach is noteworthy to refer the works reported by Perka et
al. [212] and Vacanti et al. [56].

In the first case PLGA scaffolds seeded with multipotent cells isolated from the periosteum were placed
in critical size defects in the metadiaphyseal ulna of New Zealand white rabbits. After 28 days the
constructs had bone formation and adequate transplant integration at the margins to the surrounding bone
tissue. Furthermore, new woven bone was in contact with the host lamellar bone. Bridging between the
proximal and distal end was also observed, showing that bone had grown through the scaffold structure
[212].
The second case is another example of clinical application of tissue engineering concepts. Vacanti et al.
[56] reported the replacement of an avulsed phalanx. A natural coral scaffold (500 pore Pro-Osteon,
Interpore International) filled with periostal cells previously isolated was implanted in the affected area.
Twenty-eight months after the implantation the patient had a thumb of normal length and strength, with
some sensation. Examination of the implant revealed the latter was vascularized, non fragmented, and
well incorporated into the surrounding tissue. Furthermore new lamellar bone was found to be in contact
with the coral scaffold. However, histomorphometric analysis showed that lamellar bone made only 5%
of the implant, being the rest coral, blood vessels and soft tissue.
Although the above referred to examples reflect the most common strategies used within the field, other
groups have a different approach, using gene therapy, through genetically modified cells to promote bone
healing and reconstruction [283-285]. Gene therapy is a strategy in which nucleic acids, usually DNA, are
transferred to somatic cells, resulting in a therapeutic effect by correcting genetic defects, or by
expressing therapeutically useful proteins [286].
The common approach in the bone tissue engineering field is to transfect cells with the gene encoding for
the recombinat BMP-2 [283-285]. As reported by Lee et al. [284] by using this strategy it was possible to
achieve higher degree of bone formation when compared to non-transfected cells. Partridge et al. [285]
also showed the feasibility of this technique. Osteoprogenitor cells transfected with BMP-2 gene were
able to maintain their phenotype when seeded on PLGA scaffolds, and when implanted in vivo were able
to induce cell differentiation into the osteogenic lineage and new bone formation.
Particularly interesting are the approaches by Luu et al. [124], Shea et al. [287] and Bonadio et al. [288]
in which the scaffold matrix is the vehicle of the desired DNA construct, usually in the form of a plasmid.
In vivo experiments have shown that implantation of gene activated matrices at sites of bone injury was
associated with retention and expression of plasmid DNA for at least 6 weeks, and with the induction of
normal new bone in a stable, reproducible, dose- and time-dependent manner [288].
This last approach could be more attractive than the more traditional transfection based therapies, mainly
due to the existing doubts of the safety of gene therapy, namely when viral vectors are involved [249].
The use of hydrogel or injectable polymer based strategies has also been addressed [31,140-144,289].
This approach can be useful to apply in areas of difficult access or for the regeneration of small defects.
However, they may not be suitable for the regeneration of large bone defects. Poly(propylene fumarates)
based in vivo curing hydrogels have shown promising properties for bone tissue engineering applications
[140-144]. Burdick et al. [289] described the use of PEG based hydrogels for the encapsulation of
osteogenic cells for bone regeneration. Perka et al. [31] also described a system were fibrin beads or
fibrin beads combined with -TCP were used for bone regeneration.
However, hydrogels are more commonly used in strategies, in which growth factors, such as BMPs, are
used [290]. They are particularly interesting for this purpose because of the ease with which the drug is
dispersed in the matrix, and the high control achieved by selecting the physical and chemical properties of
the polymer structure [283]. The only problem with them is they cannot be used in areas of extreme load
bearing.
Because of this, 3D scaffolds loaded with a variety of growth factors, from BMPs to PDGF have been
used for bone tissue engineering applications [67,68,82,114,119,291-293]. For instance Kokubo et al.
[293] used a PLGA coated gelatin sponge to repair 1.5 cm defects on the ulnar dyaphisis of rabbits.
Results showed that after 16 weeks radiographic union was established and the mechanical properties of
the bone were restored. In another study collagen sponges loaded with TGF-1 were used to promote
repair in skull defects of rabbits [68]. Murphy et al. [292] presented a PLGA mineralized scaffold loaded
with VEGF. Finally a chitosan sponge loaded with PDGF was also put forward for bone periondotal
regeneration [82].
All the above strategies have advantages and disadvantages. Up to now the most promising has been the
one that combines MSCs with 3D scaffolds. However an effort should be made in a near future to
combine it with growth factor delivery systems, in order to accomplish more efficient bone regeneration.
This is the approach that we tend to develop in our research group.
6- Future Trends and Concluding Remarks
As it was described bone tissue is complex, as well as its various structural arrangements. Bone growth
and remodelling involves a plethora of growth factors, recruitment of MSCs, the action of three different

mature cell types (osteoblasts, osteocytes and osteoclasts) as well as other factors that need yet to be
unveiled. At this moment, this is probably one of the most challenging aspects to develop a bioartificial
tissue engineered bone. Although a great advance in the knowledge of bone biology has been achieved
until now, further steps need to be taken in order to better understand what is needed to develop a
commercial tissue engineered bone.
The first need is to further understand how the growth factors interact with each other and with cells, what
is their effect, which intracellular pathways are triggered by them and how they can be
activated/inactivated. It would be also interesting to look deeper in the migration phenomena that lead
cells to a bone healing site. MSC cell and molecular biology should also be further addressed. As it was
discussed their potential is tremendous, even when compared to ES cells. Nowadays, MSCs are the best
available cell population for bone tissue engineering. However, the knowledge of the differentiation
causes and pathways is still poorly understood and new techniques are needed for their purification and
expansion. New sources of cells, mainly those where a high number of osteoprogenitor cells can be
isolated, should also be searched in order to overcome some of the limitations of the MSCs isolated from
the bone marrow. By this the authors do not want to say that ES cells cannot be used. However, in a short
term it would be very difficult to use them in clinical trials. Neverthless, and as it was discussed
previously, their potential is tremendous and they will probably be used in the future, together with
MSCs, as just another option for bone tissue engineering applications.
The second aspect that needs to be improved is related with materials science. A new generation of
biodegradable biomaterials is currently being design, to elicit specific cellular responses at the molecular
level [294]. This third generation of biomaterials is based on the molecular modifications of resorbable
polymeric systems that will later stimulate specific interactions with cell integrins and thereby direct cell
proliferation, differentiation and extracellular matrix production and organization [294-296]. Selfassembled materials are also another class of materials that can be used for tissue engineering purposes
[297-300]. Particularly interesting is the work reported by Hartgerink et al. [298] where a pH-induced
self-assembly of a peptide-amphiphile to make a nanostructured fibrous scaffold reminiscent of
extracellular matrix, capable of nucleating hydroxylapatite in an alignment similar to that observed
between collagen fibrils and hydroxylapatite crystals in bone, was described. Still another approach can
be by surface modification, such as the coating of the scaffolds with Ca-P layers [301-303]. Several
authors [304-308] have shown that by doing so it was possible to direct cells to a more osteogenic
phenotype. A new generation of scaffolds is also needed, with appropriate porosity, degradation rates and
mechanical properties.
Finally, the last point is the scaffold processing techniques. New RP methodologies have shown to
overcome some of the limitations of the existing methods and are very promising in the future for tissue
engineering applications. However, new processing techniques, namely those that allow for the
development of scaffolds with improved mechanical properties without influencing the porosity and
interconnectivity should be studied and developed. It is also the authors opinion that RP should evolve to
the processing of less symmetric type of scaffolds, which would need new software and new RP devices,
as for instance new 3D dispensing plotters.
As a final conclusion it can be said that Tissue Engineering has in fact a tremendous potential to
overcome the short comes of the existing therapies for bone replacement. However, the next years will be
decisive for the affirmation of TE and the recognition from both the general public and the medical
community. Because of this it is necessary to improve the materials and our knowledge of bone and stem
cell biology so that the final goal, the production of bone tissue engineering products, can be achieved.
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